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f primary objective function in the upper bound problem
f (x+ ) a function increasing monotonically w.r.t. x
f (x− ) a function decreasing monotonically w.r.t. x
F* [k,j]-matrix of Pareto optima
E [k-1,j] dimensional matrix of sampled values of ε
g(x) vector of inequality constraints for the design problem
G* matrix ofg(x∗ ) values stored for every run
h(x) vector of equality constraints for the design problem
H* matrix of h(x∗ ) values stored for every run
j number of computational iterations ε is sampled over
k number of objectives
n number of design variables
x vector of design variables
x argument of the infimum of the design problem
x argument of the supremum of the design problem
xi monotonic trade-off variable
X feasible domain
X ε feasible domain for a given upper bound value, ε
ε k-1 dimensional vector of upper-bound parameters
εi upper-bound parameter for the ith bound objective
εL lower limit of objective bounds
εU upper limit of objective bounds
ε̃i reduced-objective variable
ε̃∗i, j optimal value of ε̃i implied by the activity case where
the Pareto-constraint g j (x, ε̃) bounds ε̃i
λ Lagrange multiplier vector of inequality constraints
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Multiobjective design optimization studies typically derive
Pareto sets or use a scalar substitute function to capture
design trade-offs, leaving it up to the designer’s intuition
to use this information for design refinements and decision
making. Understanding the causality of trade-offs more
deeply, beyond simple post-optimality parametric studies,
would be particularly valuable in configuration design problems to guide configuration redesign. This paper presents the
method of Multiobjective Monotonicity Analysis to identify
root causes for the existence of trade-offs and the particular
shape of Pareto sets. This analysis process involves reducing optimization models through constraint activity identification to a point where dependencies specific to the Pareto
set and the constraints that cause them are revealed. The insights gained can then be used to target configuration design
changes. We demonstrate the proposed approach in the preliminary design of a medical device for oral drug delivery.

Nomenclature
A attainable set
C Pareto Set
c vector of bound objectives in the upper bound problem
Ds indices of the constraint functions that depend on a
shared variable xi
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Introduction
jective pairs and later suggested a Pareto set analysis using
Designers naturally aim to embody solutions that trade local measures of objective coupling [25] to compare sysoff a range of functionality and production objectives. Over tem topologies. Metrics describing the quality of a Pareto set
time, competitive pressures require designers to improve per- such as hypervolume, Pareto-spread, and generational disformance while integrating more features with each new tance [26] have also been suggested to compare Pareto sets
product generation [1]. Additional trade-offs arise as a re- for alternative configuration designs. To tackle the comparsult. While optimization methods are commonly used at the ison of multi-dimensional objective spaces, Athan and Paembodiment stage, systematic, quantitative analysis of trade- palambros [27] introduced the notion of meta-Pareto sets,
offs is less common ahead of important decisions such as which consist of the union of Pareto sets of multiple alterconcept selection, iterative redesign, or requirement setting native configurations. Mattson and Messac [18] similarly
[2]. Whether due to time constraints, task complexity, or put forward an approach to concept selection using s-Pareto
early-stage design uncertainties, knowledge about trade-offs frontier to compare alternatives.
is largely experience-driven in design practice [3].
There are three challenges with the current MODO apPahl & Beitz [4] note that optimizing the ”carrier of sev- proaches to design. First, the main focus is on optimizing a
eral combined functions” can be difficult. Yet, they also ar- fixed design rather than questioning why the objectives comgue that decisions on what parts and subsystems contribute pete. Second, the analysis done at earlier time points in the
to different aspects of product functionality are made early product’s evolution may become obsolete at a later design
on, typically during embodiment design. This is a term used stage. Finally, if the Pareto set contains no points acceptsomewhat interchangeably with preliminary design, config- able to the designer, e.g., due to non-modelled considerauration or topology design [5], layout [6], system design [7], tions, there is little guidance for what to do next. A rigorous
or system architecture [8]. Here, we use the term config- approach to gain insights into the root cause of the trade-offs
uration design for consistency with the design optimization inherent to the design would substantially increase the value
literature. Andreasen and Howard [9] similarly argue that of optimization at an early stage of product development.
identifying and managing trade-offs is a key challenge in emOriginally developed by Papalambros and Wilde [28],
bodiment design. Different configurations will ultimately be Monotonicity Analysis (MA) is a rigorous, yet opportunistic,
affected by different trade-offs, a notion well accepted also method used to identify active constraints. When applicable,
in design optimization.
it allows model reduction and assessment of model boundMultiobjective Design Optimization (MODO) tech- edness, and in some cases, it reveals global optima with little
niques study what is achievable in a design subject to trade- or no computation. Michelena and Agogino [29] expanded
offs, typically identifying, comparing, simplifying, and vi- the method to multiobjective problems by applying MA to a
sualizing Pareto sets. Procedures for selecting a point on a weighted sum formulation. Gobbi et al. [30] and Mastinu et
Pareto set are essentially post-optimality analyses. Occasion- al. [31] later applied MA in a procedure to derive Pareto sets
ally, they lead to converting the multiobjective problem to a analytically. Unlike the other approaches discussed above,
scalar one with a new objective at a higher level, such as go- MA can be performed prior to numerical computation and
ing from engineering design to design for market systems, even before a full optimization model has been built. To date,
MA has largely been used as a model ”debugging” tool.
e.g., Shiau and Michalek [10].
Monotonicity analysis is of interest here for its impliThere is paucity in discussing why the result is a set
rather than a dominant optimum. Yet, existing methods seem cations in a design context. Jain and Agogino [32] demonto focus only on selecting points within the set or on mea- strated how MA could be used to support the conceptualsures to describe how the objectives compete. Selecting a ization of a multi-speed gearbox and explore configuration
point in a Pareto set includes work on modeling preferences changes that lead to superior designs compared to propor[11, 12, 13], identification of compromise solutions by mea- tional changes alone. Ishii and Barkan [33] applied MA
suring the distance to a utopia point [14], scaling methods in an interactive expert system, intending to help designto account for objective weighting [15], and strategies for ers identify bottlenecks in the design caused by active conmaking trade-offs aggressively or conservatively [16]. Sub- straints. Cagan and Agogino [34] also used MA to reveal
stantial work exists for sensitivity, robustness [17], uncer- previously hidden relationships through back-substitution of
tainty [18], visualisation [19], dimensional reduction [20], active constraints into objective functions. They identified
and identification of competing objectives in a n-dimensional ways to expand the design space to widen the search for deobjective space [11]. Furthermore, structural topology opti- sign improvements. Deb and Srinivasan [35] meanwhile,
mization (TO) [21] is a notable contribution in the context discussed the similarities between MA and their ’innovaof multiobjective configuration design problems. Somewhat tion through optimization,’ or innovization procedure aimed
uniquely, TO optimizes a functional representation of the de- at deriving design principles using commonalities among
sign without the actual embodiment of the functions, and the Pareto-optimal designs. They argued that both MA and their
NSGA-II-based innovization approach help identify imporresults inform configuration design.
Some post-optimality analyses aim at understanding tant relationships at the optimum.
how objectives compete. Multiple measures for Pareto fronMost of this prior work [32, 34, 35] has focused on
tier shape exist e.g., [11, 22, 23]. Frischknecht and Papalam- understanding the common characteristics of Pareto-optimal
bros [24] developed metrics to measure the alignment of ob- designs to allow reuse in future designs but within a single
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configuration.
Yet, if a configuration has limitations or is just

x∈P

(4)

fi (x) < fi (x∗ )

te

∧

(5)

di

F(x) ≤ F0 (x∗ )

d

where F(x) is a vector of design objectives fi , i =
[1, 2, ..., k]T , x is a vector of design variables, and h(x) and
g(x) are the equality and inequality constraints respectively.
If X denotes the feasible domain, then the attainable set A
contains all values of F(x)|x ∈ X . A point F0 (x∗ ) in the attainable set A is said to be Pareto-optimal if and only if there
exists no point in the attainable set that fulfills:
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The set of all Pareto-optimal points is the Pareto set C sitting
on the boundary of the attainable set A [38]. There are many
ways to construct the Pareto set; in the trade-off analysis that
follows, we use the upper-bound formulation also known as
the ε-constraint method (see [14] for a methods overview).
Monotonicity Analysis [28] leverages any existing
monotonic behavior of objective and constraint functions to
check for boundedness and identify constraint activities thus
reducing the problem’s degrees of freedom. A function is
said to be monotonically increasing with respect to a variable
x if f (x2 ) > f (x1 ) for any x2 > x1 . This monotonic relationship between f and x is denoted f (x+ ). Correspondingly,
a function is monotonically decreasing with respect to x if
f (x2 ) < f (x1 ) for any x2 > x1 , and denoted f (x− ). In the
presence of monotonicity, the following principles [36] can
be exploited in single-objective problems to identify activity
of certain constraints, without computing the optimum first:
First monotonicity principle (MP1)
In a well-constrained minimization problem, every increasing variable is bounded below by at least one non-increasing
active constraint.
Second monotonicity principle (MP2)
In a well-constrained minimization problem, every nonobjective variable is bounded both below by at least one nonincreasing semi-active constraint and above by at least one
non-decreasing semi-active constraint.
Constraint activity means that the location of the optimum is altered if the constraint is deleted. Active inequality
constraints will be satisfied as strict equalities at the optimum, thus reducing the degrees of freedom accordingly. By
identifying active constraints, one can solve the constraint
functions with respect to (w.r.t.) one of their dependent variables and substitute the solution for that variable into the remaining constraint functions and objectives, thereby eliminating the active constraints and the substituted variables.

tN

Aim of this work
Multiobjective optimization quantifies trade-offs among
competing objectives. While trade-offs can be studied computationally, understanding the underlying causes is typically
left to designers’ ability to interpret results and to identify redesigns aimed at improving performance. Optimization has
been claimed to have an intrinsic value in the design process beyond just providing numerical optimal solutions [2,
34, 36]. How to extract such design knowledge systematically is left to the designer, particularly in the early design
stages. This then begs the question:
How can conceptual or configuration design limitations reflected in the Pareto set be identified rigorously? In particular, what specific design dependencies and constraints cause
trade-offs?
This work seeks to demonstrate how the limitations of a design configuration may be identified through rigorous analysis rather than through tacit knowledge and heuristics alone,
using novel extensions to monotonicity analysis.
To this end, we apply MA to multiobjective problems
posed in the upper-bound formulation, also known as the
bound objective [14] or ε-constraint method [37]. While
MA is often used to check the validity of a model, here we
demonstrate extensions to MA that allow it to be used to
check the design itself when it exhibits global or regional
monotonic behaviour. We use constraint activity identification and systematic reduction of the model’s degrees of freedom to reveal often hidden dependencies among variables
and objectives at the optimum, which cause the trade-offs.
Designers will still need experience and intuition to convert
this knowledge into actionable redesign decisions, but these
decisions are informed by deeper understanding from rigorous analysis.

(3)
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h(x) = 0

3

Theoretical Foundation
The multiobjective design optimization problem is
stated in negative-null form as:
min.
subject to

F(x)

(1)

g(x) ≤ 0

(2)

3.1

Modelling and Computation
As mentioned, multiobjective MA was originally
demonstrated using a weighted-sum formulation [29]. For
the trade-off analysis method development that follows in
section 4, we use the upper-bound formulation [14]. This
formulation involves converting the problem in Eq. 1-4 into
3
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not very good, one would simply find the best compromise
for a poor design. If MA can identify relationships for the
design variables at optimality, then arguably, it might also
be able to identify relationships that limit optimality. In a
multiobjective formulation, such analysis could lead to the
discovery of the root cause for trade-offs between objectives.
In the remainder, Section 2 articulates the aims of this
work, Section 3 provides some theoretical foundation for
the Pareto set Dependency Analysis method developed in
Section 4. Section 5 presents the methodology applied
to the SOMA (Self-Orienting Millimeter-scale Applicator)
drug delivery device currently in development. We offer a
discussion in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.
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h(x∗ )
end for
The sparsity of the approximated Pareto set decreases as
j increases, while the span increases with j and the difference
between εU and εL . With an increased j, one identifies more
Pareto points resulting in a more dense Pareto set. A high
j can be necessary to approximate the shape of the Pareto
set, should it have interactions between the objectives that
exist locally in the attainable set, for instance creating knee
like shapes [23]. Beyond a certain limit, the Pareto set will
have been exhaustively constructed, meaning no additional
feasible solutions can be found by further increasing the difference between εU and εL . Thus, one can also solve the
MODO problem multiple times with a relatively low j, increasing the difference between εU and εL , until the bound-

It is often suggested that the most important objective
should be modelled as the function being minimised [14],
while the remaining objectives should be bound. To simplify
monotonicity analysis, however, the most suitable approach
would be to select the objective with the largest number of
design variables. Doing so allows the broadest application
of MP1 in problem reduction.

4

Pareto Set Dependency Analysis
This section develops novel theory for the systematic reduction of multiobjective problems (Subsection 4.1) and the
analysis of the relationships that bound the Pareto set (Subsection 4.2). We then use these developments to define an
overall analysis procedure that allows the identification of
4
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aries of the Pareto-set seem to have been identified, and then
subsequently increasing j to the desired level of density.
As discussed in [14], the ε-constraint formulation does
min.
f (x)
(6)
have certain limitations. It results in the identification of nons.j.t
c(x; ε) ≤ 0
(7) optimal solutions when the bound objectives are inactive,
g(x) ≤ 0
(8) computational iterations are ”wasted” on values of ε that lie
h(x) = 0
(9) between the Pareto set and the Utopia point, and it might only
identify local optima in non-convex attainable sets. In situax, ε ∈ P
(10)
tions where the problem A is non-convex or computationally
expensive, one could use another formulation for numerical
In this formulation, originally put forward by Carmichael solution and only use the ε-constraint formulation in pre- and
[37], c(x; ε)) is a k − 1 dimensional vector of bound objec- post-optimality analysis. One could also rely on one of the
tives expressed in the form ci (x, εi ) = fi+1 (x) − εi ≤ 0 or many implementations of the ε-constraint method that have
ci (x, εi ) = εi − fi+1 (x) ≤ 0, i = [1, 2, .., (k − 1)]. The vec- addressed these limitations (e.g. AUGMECON by Mavrotas
tor ε of parameters εi represents the upper bounds of the [39]). However, the aim of this contribution is to identity the
bound objectives. When f (x) is minimised for given val- properties that affect the optimum rather than to identify the
ues of εi , then the solution x∗ is Pareto optimal if all of the optimum itself efficiently. As such, we will forego further
bound objectives are active with non-zero Lagrange multipli- treatment of specific implementations and computational efers. Pareto points are thus identified by varying ε systemati- ficiency and use the general problem form in eqs. 6-10 due
cally between lower εL and upper limits εU . See [14, 37, 39] to its benefits in MA:
for an overview of works on the upper bound formulation,
1. Maintaining monotonic properties: Converting a set of
the underlying mathematics, and approaches to defining suitobjectives into a composite function, e.g., a weightedable limits for ε. The Pareto set is constructed by sampling a
sum, can result in loss of monotonic properties when
set of ε parameter values
the objectives share variables. Using an upper-bound
formulation avoids this issue.
E = (εU − εL )R + εL
(11)
2. Objective elimination: Introducing objectives as constraints in an optimization model allows one to parametrically study the activity of the bound objective across
where R is a matrix of uniformly distributed quasi-random
the attainable set using monotonicity analysis. If a
numbers between 0 and 1 of the dimension [k-1; j], where j
bound objective can be determined to be active through
is the number of computational iterations, and k is the nummonotonicity analysis, the objective itself can be ’optiber of objectives. A low discrepancy quasi-random set (e.g.,
mized out’ of the model through back-substitution [36],
a Halton set) can be used to reduce bias in R to reduce the
revealing how the objectives affect each other at the
computational cost of achieving a Pareto set with low sparPareto frontier.
sity. After sampling, the optimization problem is solved iter3. Sensitivity data: Solving a constrained optimization
atively, as in the following pseudo-code:
problem yields non-zero Lagrange multipliers for active
for i = 1..j do
constraints, revealing the local sensitivity of the optiSet upper bound on constrained objectives, ε = E(:, i)
mum w.r.t. changes in each active constraint. In the
Solve optimization problem w.r.t ε
upper-bound formulation, the Lagrange multipliers of
∗
∗
T
T
Store optimum, F (:, i) = [ f , ε ]
the bound objectives describe whether and to which de∗
∗
Store arguments, X (:, i) = x
gree the bound objectives compete with the primary obStore Lagrange multipliers, Λ(:, i) = λ
∗
jective, which some term the trade-off ratio [40].
∗
∗
Store constraint values ,G (:, i) = g(x ) and H (:, i) =
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by ASMEbetween the objectives and constraints that common variable, indicates that the variable is harmonious
the2021
dependencies
create the Pareto set (Subsection 4.3). These developments, and can be used to partially minimise both simultaneously.
collectively referred to as Pareto Set Dependency Analysis,
Theorem 1 Influence of Monotonic Trade-off Variables
are demonstrated on algebraic models. The methods could,
In the presence of monotonic trade-off variables, no domiin principle, also be applied to meta-models and numerical
nant minimum exists, resulting in a Pareto set. The proof for
models through either computational experiments or implicit
this is a corollary to MP1.
model reduction [36].
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For instance, if a bound objective, ci , is critical w.r.t. a monotonic trade-off variable, x1 , then the multiobjective problem
is not well bounded, as x1 → ∞ or x1 → 0 when εi → ∞ and
f is minimised. This can either be handled by introducing
additional constraints, or by selecting suitable limits for the
upper-bound problem εL , εU .
In upper-bound formulations, we treat objectives as additional constraints and iteratively identify Pareto points, exploring x ∈ X , for different values of ε, as illustrated in Figure 1. If a bound objective is active, the model is essentially
exploring a smaller region of the feasible domain Xε ∈ X .
From this, an additional theorem arises:

rip

1. Trade-off variables In negative-null form, a variable x
that influences two objectives, f1 (x) and f2 (x), causes
a trade-off if arg min f1 (x) 6= arg min f2 (x). In design,
this mostly occurs when an objective pair is oppositely
monotonic w.r.t. a variable, either globally or regionally.
2. Active constraints Active constraints reduce the degrees
of freedom (DOF) in optimization problems, affect the
feasible domains for the remaining DOF, and change the
optimum. Eliminating and back-substituting active constraints into objective functions can introduce new variables to the expression, and can change its monotonicity
w.r.t. the original variables, revealing additional tradeoff variables hidden in constraints.

Corollary 1.1 Boundedness of trade-off variables
Following Theorem 1, multiobjective problems can only be
said to be well-bounded if all trade-off variables are bounded
from above and below.

tN

Multiobjective Monotonicity Analysis (MOMA)
The reasoning behind the desire to develop a systematic
approach to multiobjective monotonicity analysis is as follows. Consider that the Pareto set C exists on the boundary
of the attainable set A but is not necessarily defined by the
constraints alone, as unconstrained multiobjective problems
also yield Pareto sets [38]. It follows that the occurrence of
Pareto sets must have two causes:

Ma

nu

sc

Hence, multiobjective monotonicity analysis (MOMA)
may allow the systematic identification of trade-off variables
and reveal relationships between the objectives at the optimum that are hidden by constraints. This can help designers
understand the root causes of trade-offs in a configuration design. Demonstrating this requires certain extensions of MA
to deal with multiobjective problems.

Consider an objective pair, f1 (xi+ ) and c1 (xi− , ε1 ), with
the design variable x being bounded from below by g1 (xi− )
and from above by g2 (xi+ ), where ε is the upper bound parameter. Here, the value of ε determines constraint activity:
1. For the values of ε1 where g1 (xi ) < c1 (xi ), c1 is active,
and the result will be Pareto-optimal.
2. For the values of ε1 where c1 (xi ) < g1 (xi ), c1 is inactive,
and the result will not be Pareto-optimal
3. For the values of ε1 where g2 (xi ) < c1 (xi ), Xε ∈ Ø, and
thus these constraints are inconsistent. In this case, g2
shapes a boundary of the Pareto set.
4. For the value of ε1 where c1 (xi ) = g1 (xi ), the bound objective is semi-active, yielding the single-objective optimum for f1 . Correspondingly, c1 (xi ) = g2 (xi ) yields the
single-objective optimum for f2 .
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4.1.1 Definitions and Theorems
For upper-bound formulations, the extension of MA
into multiple objectives is relatively straightforward as this
merely involves handling more constraints. The principles
and procedures originally developed by Papalambros and
Wilde [36] mostly still apply. The exception is that the bound
objectives, c(x; ε), cannot be treated as traditional inequality constraints. Firstly, as we wish to vary the upper-bound
values, ε, these cannot be regarded as fixed parameters when
performing monotonicity analysis. Secondly, we seek to partially minimize the bound objectives, which has implications
for the use of MP1 and MP2. Hence, it is necessary to introduce some theorems of relevance to how c is handled:

Theorem 2 Activity of Bound objectives
A bound objective ci (x; εi ) can either be active, semi-active,
dominated, or inconsistent with other constraints, depending
on the value of εi . The change in activity of ci (x; εi ) across A
affects the shape of the Pareto set.

Definition 1 Trade-off Variables
If an objective pair f and ci have a variable x1 in common,
but differ in monotonicity w.r.t. x1 , e.g., f (x1+ ) and ci (x1− ),
then x1 is said to be a trade-off variable, denoted x1 . Correspondingly, an objective pair of like monotonicity w.r.t. a

Thus, exploring these changes in the activity of c1 yields
the Pareto set for the objective pair. We can hence utilise
MOMA to identify the conditions under which a bound objective is active, dominated, or inconsistent. This can reveal
5
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4.1

Proof. Let f1 be monotonically increasing w.r.t. x ∈ P and
f2 monotonically decreasing, and let x be well bounded from
above and below. Then by MP1, arg min f1 (x) = x, and
arg min f2 (x) = x, meaning that the minimizers for the two
objectives are defined by the greatest lower bound (glb)and
the lowest upper bound (lub) respectively. Hence any feasible value of x will yield a unique Pareto point.
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any i and j is upheld by definition. Following MP1, harmonious variables and critically constrained variables [36] will
always meet this condition. As will variables that are bound
by constraints that only depend on harmonious variables or
on variables that only influence one objective, because constraint activity will be unaffected by the values of ε.

di

min.

s.j.t

tN

ot

Definition 2 Global Activity
In the monotonicity analysis of an upper-bound problem, a
constraint gi (x) is said to be globally active if and only if
f (Xi ) < f (X∗ ) for any {ε ∈ P | εL ≤ ε ≤ εU }.

x22 + 4x2 − 2x3
x23 + 2x4 ≤ P1
10 − 3x5 ≤ x52

≤0

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

x∈P

(18)

Without inspection of the influence of the constraints, it
would seem there is no trade-off between f1 and f2 , as they
are both monotonically decreasing w.r.t the only shared variable, x2 . Yet, when converted into an upper-bound formulation, monotonicity analysis reveals hidden dependencies:

nu

sc

rip

Trade-off variables can only be optimized out if an active
bound objective is used to eliminate it or if the bound objective can be determined to be dominated w.r.t. said trade-off
variable by another globally active constraint. This notion of
global activity is central to multiobjective monotonicity analysis. A reduced model would potentially only identify parts
of the Pareto set if we were to optimize variables out with
constraints that are not globally active.
The final extension to MA that is necessary in order to
deal with multiobjective problems is the question of how to
partially minimise several objectives concurrently:

f1 (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = x12 − x2 + x3
1
f2 (x2 , x4 , x5 ) = − x42 + 2x5
x2
2x4 − x1 ≤ 0

Co

important relationships between the objectives and the constraints gi that affect the Pareto set. Here, it is important to
consider the the influence of ε on the activity of g(x):

py
e

Fig. 1: MOMA allows the partial identification of the Pareto
set, by identifying the values of ε where the bound objectives
are active, semi-active, violated, and inconsistent

te

d

Impact of constraint activity in multiobjective
problems
With these definitions, we can apply MA to multiobjective problems and, in doing so, identify trade-off variables
that may be hidden in constraints. Here, it is beneficial to
note the impact on the objective functions. There are two situations of relevance to trade-off analysis; when an objective
changes monotonicity w.r.t a variable, or when it becomes
dependant on new variables. Consider an example:

min.

Ma

s.j.t

ce
pt
ed

Definition 3 Partial minimisation of bound objectives
In a well-constrained multiobjective, upper-bound minimization problem, any increasing objective variable not in the
primary objective, is bounded below by at least one nonincreasing active constraint.

Ac

Modelling objectives as constraints is merely a route to identifying Pareto points. It is still desirable to identify partial
minima for bound objectives. By simply extending MP1
into multiobjective problems, we can reduce multiple objectives, i.e., identify partial minima for fi+1 in ci (x, εi ) =
fi+1 (x) − εi ≤ 0 . Nevertheless, it is necessary to take particular care in this process. Unless it is certain that the optimal
value of a given variable is the same for all objectives, i.e.,
arg min fi (x) = arg min f j (x) for any i and j, optimizing the
variable out would result in a model that does not describe
the entire Pareto set. When a globally active constraint can
be identified, the bound objectives can always be partially
minimized. This is relatively straightforward to do in situations where the condition arg min fi (x) = arg min f j (x) for

f1 (x1+ , x2− , x3+ ) = x12 − x2 + x3
(19)
1
c1 (x2− , x4− , x5+ ; ε−
− x42 + 2x5 − ε1 ≤ 0 (20)
1)=
x2
(21)
g1 (x1− , x4+ ) = 2x4 − x1 ≤ 0
g2 (x2+ , x3− ) = x22 + 4x2 − 2x3 ≤ 0

(22)

g3 (x2+ , x4+ ) = x23 + 2x4 − P1 ≤ 0
g4 (x5− ) = 10 − x52 − 3x5 ≤ 0

(23)
(24)

where f2 has been converted into a bound objective c1 (x, ε1 ).
Following MP1, it is clear that g1 and g2 are critical w.r.t. x1
and x3 , respectively, for any value of ε1 , and are therefore
active. Following Definition 3, we also conclude that g4 is
active as it is critical for x5 , meaning we partially minimize
f2 in c1 by optimizing x5 out. Solving for the minimizers
yields x1∗ = 2x4 , x3∗ = 21 x22 + 2x2 , and x5∗ = 2. With backsubstitution, a reduced problem is reached:
min.
s.j.t
6

1
f1 (x2+ , x4+ ) = 4x42 + x22 + x2
2
1
− − −
c1 (x2 , x4 ; ε1 ) = − x42 + 4 − ε1 ≤ 0
x2

(25)
(26)
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g (x+ , x+ ) = x3 + 2x − P ≤ 0
(27)

What remains after objective reduction is:

1

s.j.t

f1 (x, ε˜1 , ..., ε̃k−1 )

(28)

g(x, ε̃) ≤ 0

(29)

h(x) = 0

(30)

where f1 (x, ε̃i + ) or when ε̃i is a maximisation objective, and
f1 (x, ε̃i − ) when ε̃i is a minimisation objective. Applying
monotonicity analysis to this formulation thus allows the
identification of active Pareto-constraints at the single objective optimum, f1∗ . Solving for ε̃i ∗ would then yield an
explicit description of the relationship between the remaining design variables, and ε̃i at a single Pareto point. Subsequent back-substitution reveals how influential the trade-off
with ε̃i is upon f1∗ . To study the whole Pareto set, however,
a symbolic cost function U( f1 , ε̃) is introduced; U( f1 , ε̃) is
monotonically increasing w.r.t. minimization objectives and
decreasing w.r.t. maximization objectives:

min.

4.2

U( f1+ , ε˜1 + , ..., ε̃−
k−1 )
−

f1 (x, ε˜1 , ..., ε̃+
k−1 )

(32)

g(x, ε̃) ≤ 0

(33)

h(x) = 0

(34)

tN

ot

s.j.t

(31)

In minimizing cost, we can exploit its inherent monotonicity w.r.t. the objectives to identify the constraints that
bound ε̃, and hence affect the topology of the Pareto set.
Thus MP1 can be employed to derive the following theorem:

rip

ε-Monotonicity Analysis
With the theoretical developments introduced so far, one
can apply monotonicity analysis to systematically reduce
multiobjective models, gradually converging towards an explicit description of the Pareto set while identifying trade-off
variables in the process. When all globally active constraints
have been identified, one can optimize the active bound objectives out of the model. If one determines that c j (x; ε j ) ≡ 0,
and subsequently optimizes a trade-off variable xi out, then
f (x) and g(x), ci (x; ε) ∈ Ds (xi ), i 6= j become dependent on
ε j through back-substitution. A parameter from an eliminated bound objective will be denoted as ε̃ j and treated as a
variable, referred to as the reduced-objective variable.
The reasoning behind treating ε˜j as a variable is twofold.
Firstly, the primary objective function has been transformed
into a bi-objective function, f (x, ε̃ j ), describing the trade-off
between the primary objective, f (x) and ε̃ j . Secondly, the
feasible values of ε̃ j are now determined by a set of constraints g(x, ε̃ j ). The bi-objective Pareto front between f1
and f j+1 will thus be defined by f (x, ε̃ j ) and g(x, ε̃ j ). Meanwhile, the trade-offs amongst the eliminated objectives themselves are expressed through g(x, ε̃), henceforth referred to as
Pareto-constraints. This means that if we treat ε̃ j as a variable, identifying the constraints that bound it can be used to
better understand the cause of the shape of the Pareto set.
In principle, all active bound objectives can be eliminated from the model. This will result in a multiobjective
expression f (x, ε̃) describing the trade-off between the primary objective and all others, while all the Pareto-constraints
g(x, ε̃) describe the trade-offs between the eliminated objectives. However, it may not always be beneficial to do so,
for instance, when elimination results in a loss of monotonic
properties or when explicit elimination becomes too timeconsuming. To allow the furthest reduction of the model, it
is beneficial to attempt to eliminate the trade-off variables
that are shared between the largest number of constraints.

min.
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Theorem 3 Boundedness of ε̃i
In a reduced multiobjective problem, the single objective optimum of a minimisation objective, ε̃i , is determined by its
greatest lower bound. Correspondingly, the lowest upper
bound determines the nadir of ε̃i . As such, the span of the
Pareto set is in part determined by X (ε̃).
Essentially, each reduced-objective variable is bounded
by one or more Pareto-constraints across the objective space.
Beyond simple optimization models, they are not necessarily
critically constrained. Rather, the optimization of one ε̃i will
affect the constraints of another, ε̃ j , if their respective glb/lub
share variables, or depend on multiple ε̃.
Theorem 4 Conditional Activity of Pareto Constraints
In a set of Pareto-constraints that are conditionally critical
for ε̃i , any constraint, gi (x, ε̃), will at least be semi-active
w.r.t. ε̃i somewhere in the objective space, if it is dependant
on x or more than one reduced-objective variable. That is,
unless there exists a Pareto constraint g j such that gi (x, ε̃) <
g j (x, ε̃) ≤ 0 for any feasible value of ε̃.
The implication here is that changes in constraint activity can occur across the Pareto set if no ε̃i is critically constrained, and no Pareto-constraint is dominant. Identifying
these changes in activity reveals how the objectives interact,
as exemplified in Figure 2. Pareto-constraints can take on
several forms, that shape the Pareto set in different ways:

7
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Here, f1 has changed monotonicity w.r.t. x2 and now depends
on x4 , being oppositely monotonic to the bound objective c1 .
Following Theorem 1, both x2 and x4 are trade-off variables,
meaning that there is no single solution to the optimization
problem but rather a Pareto set. Considering Corollary 1.1
the problem is, in fact, asymptotically bounded, as x2 and x4
are unbounded from below unless a well defined upper limit
is imposed on ε1 . Hence, c1 is globally active.
While this example may seem simplistic, it demonstrates the shifts in dependency between objectives that occur in the presence of active constraints. Such relationships
are not necessarily easy to spot in non-reduced optimization
models, nor is it given that the designer is aware of them. As
such, monotonicity analysis can be used to identify trade-off
variables, and in doing so, reveal what constraints in a design
cause a lack of objective alignment - in this case, g1 and g2 ,
as they introduce trade-off variables into the problem.
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Fig. 2: An example of how the topology of a Pareto set is
affected by constraints. Here the optima of ε1 and ε2 are
determined by g1 and g3 respectively, with the multiobjective
Pareto constraint, g2 further reducing objective alignment

Applying the MOMA and ε-monotonicity theorems to
multiobjective optimization problems allows systematic reduction down to a point where the dependencies that exist
in the Pareto set are revealed. The root causes of these dependencies are, from a design perspective, the constraints
and shared variables that create said dependencies. Thus, if
we systematically reduce multiobjective problems and make

Following Theorem 4, the bounds of ε̃ can be interdependent, meaning that the minimisation of ε̃i affects the
bounds of the remaining ε˜j , ∀ j 6= i , and x, causing changes in
activity across the Pareto set. Each change in activity implies
regional dependencies between the objectives in regions of
the Pareto set, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Each potential combination of active Pareto constraints hence represents a unique
Pareto Efficient Activity Case. One can either exhaustively
study all cases or focus the analysis procedure upon cases
of interest. The case analysis procedure, demonstrated on a
problem with minimisation objectives, is shown in Table 1.
It closely resembles the parametric solution procedure developed by Wilde [36], albeit for objectives instead of design parameters. The analysis of three Pareto optimal activity case
is demonstrated in Section 5.4 as a part of the case study.
8
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Bound
shift: A Pareto constraint can for example shift a note of trade-off variables, the constraints that introduce
the extremum of a monotonic variable, in effect mak- them, and the constraints that bound the Pareto set, we find
ing it a trade-off variable. Consider a problem where the relationships that in effect create, shape, and position the
+ −
f1 (x1+ , x2− , ε̃−
Pareto set. The steps in the required analysis process, which
1 ), and one of the constraints is gi (x2 , ε̃1 ) ≡
0. As ε̃1 → 0, the lub of x1 shifts downward, worsening builds upon monotonicity analysis as developed by Papalamthe optimum of f1 . Thus, gi makes x1 a trade-off vari- bros and Wilde [36], are as follows:
able w.r.t. f1 and ε˜1 , with argmin{ε˜1 , x2 ∈ X } = x2 .
• Inconsistency by ε: Pareto constraints can narrow
1. Model the multiobjective problem as an upper-bound
the feasible domain of design variables that are
formulation in negative-null form.
bounded from above and below. Consider a problem
2. Set up a monotonicity table (see e.g. [36, 41]) and assess
with U( f1+ , ε˜1 + , ε˜2 − ) where a variable x1 is bounded
the monotonicity of the objectives and constraints w.r.t.
from above by g1 (x1+ , ε̃−
)
≤
0
and
from
below
by
their variables. Make a note of any trade-off variables.
1
∗ , the feasible domain for x
g2 (x1− , ε̃+
)
≤
0
.
As
ε̃
→
ε̃
3.
Use monotonicity analysis procedures to assess whether
2
is reduced, meaning g1 and g2 become inconsistent bethe model is well bounded [36], with the addition of the
yond the Pareto set. Hence, g1 and g2 reduce objective
special case of the well-boundedness of trade-off varialignment between ε˜1 and ε˜2 , with one becoming semiables. If the model is not well bounded, add constraints.
active at the resulting bi-objective Pareto frontier.
4. Identify constraints that are active w.r.t the primary ob• Multiple objectives: Pareto constraints that depend on
jective and use them to reduce the model. Make a note
multiple ε̃i drastically reduce objective alignment, for
of constraints that introduce new trade-off variables. If
−
instance if a constraint takes the form g1 (x, ε̃+
,
ε̃
).
possible, identify the conditions under which the bound
1 2
objectives become active, following Theorems 1 and 2.
Hence, trade-offs between the reduced-objectives are
5. Partially minimize the bound objectives when no further
apparent in the Pareto-constraints themselves. An objective
reductions to the primary objective can be made. Take
pair, ε̃i and ε˜j , is in trade-off if they share a constraint of the
care not to use constraints that potentially bound other
form g(x, ε̃i , ε˜j ) or if their constraints become inconsistent
variables regionally in the objective space. Make a note
w.r.t. to a shared variable, x, when ε̃ → ε̃∗ . Such constraints
of constraints that introduce new trade-off variables.
therefore require special attention.
6. When the remaining variables are either trade-off variables, non-monotonic or bounded by a conditionally
critical set of constraints, run the optimization model.
4.3 Analysis Procedure
7. If the numerical results reveal further globally active
constraints, make further model reductions.
8. If any bound objectives are globally active, optimize
said objectives out, eliminating trade-off variables in the
process. The ε parameters will now appear in the remaining constraints and objective functions.
9. Treat ε parameters of the eliminated bound objectives as
variables and identify the constraints that bound them.
In the presence of conditional critical Pareto constraints,
decompose the problem into Pareto-Optimal Activity
Cases (see Table 1). Identify the values of ε that cause
change in constraint activity or make specific constraints
inconsistent. Verify this against the numerical results.
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reached through algebraic manipulations alone. For complex
Table 1 - Analysis of Pareto-optimal Activity Cases
problems, however, full reduction might not be worthwhile
Step 1 - Case identification
due to the algebraic effort. Here, one can employ a more
To minimise U( f1+ , ε̃), identify the conditionally critpragmatic approach by utilizing numerical results to identify
ical set of Pareto constraints for each ε̃i . For each
additional active constraints that can be used to reduce the
g j (x, ε̃i ) that is conditionally critical w.r.t. ε̃i :
model further post optimality. If numerical solution reveals
constraints that fulfill the Global Activity criterion from Def1. Assume g j (x, ε̃i ) ≡ 0 , and solve w.r.t. ε̃i .
inition 2, then such constraints can essentially be dealt with
2. Identify the constraints that become active as a
exactly as with constraints that are found to be active through
consequence of ε̃i → ε̃i ∗ ∧ g j (x, ε̃i ) ≡ 0 and use
MA. The globally active constraint is used to back-substitute
this to reduce the expression ε̃i ∗ (x, ε̃).
variables post-optimality, thereby reducing the model further
3. Back substitute the eliminated variables into the
and giving a clearer picture of the relationships that exist
remaining constraints, including the Pareto conat the Pareto set. As outlined in Section 3.1, this does restraints that bound other reduced objective variquire that the Lagrange multipliers are stored for each Pareto
ables. If possible, identify the glb and lub of
point to allow the evaluation of the activity of each constraint
ε˜l , ∀l 6= i and use it to solve for ε˜l .
across the Pareto set.
Step 2 - Case elimination
Compare the terms for ε̃i ∗ from each case:
5 Case - The Self-orienting Millimeter-scale Applicator
˜ ∗ for any
1. If any case j is dominant, i.e. εi,˜ j ∗ > εi,k
First published by Abramson et al. [42], the SOMA defeasible value of x and ε˜l , ∀l 6= i, then gk (x, ε̃) is
vice (Self-Orienting Millimeter-scale Applicator) is a drug
either inactive or bounds another variable.
delivery device currently in development. The SOMA is
2. If any variable is revealed to be unbounded as a
designed for oral delivery of large proteins such as insulin,
consequence of g j (x, ε̃i ) ≡ 0, then the problem is
which cannot otherwise be administered orally, as the stomeither not well-constrained, or g j is never critical
ach breaks them down, and as they have poor permeability
w.r.t. ε̃i , meaning the case can be disregarded.
across the intestinal barrier. This substantially reduces the
3. Identify the conditions under which the remainefficacy of such drugs, meaning they are mostly delivered
ing cases become active. If feasible values of x
via subcutaneous injections today.
and ε˜l , ∀l 6= i exist such that two cases become
Essentially, the SOMA is a pill-sized device designed
˜ ∗ then g j and gk are
equivalent, i.e. εi,˜ j ∗ = εi,k
to be swallowed by the user. Once in the stomach, the
regionally active in the objective space, with a
SOMA self-orients to a stable position due to a low cen˜ ∗ . Such
change in activity occurring at εi,˜ j ∗ = εi,k
ter of mass and an outer shape inspired by that of leopard
points are vertices of the Pareto set.
tortoises (S. pardalis) [42]. Once oriented, the device injects a biodegradable needle loaded with active pharmaceuStep 3 - Case reduction
tical ingredient (API) into the submucosa tissue-layer of the
Reduce the remaining cases further to identify the
stomach, which has a high density of blood vessels, allowing
extrema of the Pareto set:
systemic uptake. This functionality is currently embodied
1. Further
minimise
ε̃i ∗ (x, ε̃)
by
optiwith a linear spring actuator, held in place by a triggering
mizing trade-off variables out,
letting
mechanism (see Fig.3). The API mixture is shaped into a
x → {x if ε̃i (x+ ), x if ε̃i (x− )}.
If the glb
needle-like geometry (6) and is attached to a hub component
and lub of x cannot be determined, the problem
(2) which is pre-loaded by a compression spring (4). The
case can be split into sub-cases.
hub is held in place by two snap features, which are press-fit
2. If possible, identify the cases that yield utopia
against the housing (1) by a plug (3), made out of isomalt, a
and nadir points for each objective
dissoluble solid poly-alcohol. Once in the stomach, the device is submerged in stomach fluid, causing the plug to start
dissolving to a point where the spring force pushes the snap
Beyond potentially deriving single-objective optima, features out of engagement. This triggers the device, with the
this procedure can be used to explicitly derive trade-off func- spring pushing the needle into the stomach lining through a
tions of the forms f1 (x, ε̃) and ε˜∗i (x, ε̃). As a consequence hole in the base (8) of the device. Until injection, the needle
of Theorem 1, these equations actually describe the Pareto is kept dry in the hostile environment of the stomach by a silset prior to the elimination of x , as any feasible value of icone O-ring (5) and valve (7) that seal the needle inside the
a monotonic trade-off variable yields a Pareto point. If an SOMA. The position of the centre of mass is low, as the base
objective pair ε̃i and ε˜j is in trade-off, then these reduction (8) is denser than the other parts, which aids self-orientation.
steps will inevitably yield minima of the form ε̃i ∗ (x, ε˜j − ) and
At the time of this study, the SOMA device was in the
ε˜j ∗ (x, ε̃i − ), or of the form ε̃i ∗ (x) and ε˜j ∗ (x), where x ⊂ x .
preliminary phases of design, still in the process of conPareto-constraints that become inconsistent beyond the figuration, prototyping, and testing [42], and was yet to be
Pareto set are revealed as the bound objectives are optimized tested on humans. Numerous configurations have been deout. In simple problems, this degree of reduction might be signed and built, with one, shown in Fig.3, showing the most
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Fig. 3: An overview of the SOMA device (in part) adapted from [42]. The patient swallows the device, which self-orients
inside the stomach and injects a needle of pure API into gastric tissue, detaching the needle from the device. Here the needle
dissolves, resulting in systemic uptake while the device passes through the gastrointestinal tract and out of the body.
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5.1

The resulting initial optimization model is

rip

Optimization Model
The internal configuration design of the SOMA presents
several design trade-off challenges. For an oral device to be
viable, it needs to deliver an amount of API comparable to
dosing with injection devices (e.g., insulin pens). This implies a dose of at least 80 units of insulin, which equates to
a payload of approximately 2.8 mg of pure crystalline insulin. At the same time, the needle needs to be delivered
reliably into a tissue layer deep enough to enable systemic
uptake. The properties of the stomach lining are such that a
large injection force is required to deliver the needle at the
right depth. Hence, the challenge is to design a device that
is small enough to be swallowable while reliably self orienting and injecting a sufficient amount of API deep enough.
Furthermore, low cost and robust performance is essential.
If only 1% of the world’s 400M+ diabetics were treated with
long-acting once-daily insulin from a SOMA, the annual production volume would be over 1.46bn devices. Given the
potential volume, even slight improvements to the configuration may have a vast financial and societal impact. Understanding what causes trade-offs is hence highly valuable.
Four objectives were modelled for this study: swallowability, the height of the center of mass, API capacity, and
injection depth. Given the early stage of development, the
goal was to develop the simplest meaningful model, leading
to the following simplifications:

pacts gastric tissue, the diameter of the needle, and the
sharpness of its tip. The needle is made from compacted
protein, meaning that the sharper the tip, the more costly
and sensitive the production process. Hence it is preferable to achieve a sufficient depth with a large velocity
and not rely on sharpness. The impact velocity is therefore modelled as a maximizing objective since the injection depth increases monotonically with it.

Co

promise. Its outer shape was originally derived through optimization [42], but the inner configuration was iteratively
developed, within the limits defined by the outer shape. This
study focuses on the design of these internal components.

nu

sc

min

∑ m p · (Cp + Z p )

f1 (x) = −

p=1

p=8

(lt1 + lt2 + lb1 ) ·

(35)

∑ mp

p=1

Ma

s.j.t

c1 (x; ε1 ) = dt1 − ε1 ≤ 0
(36)


π 2
1
ln1 + · ln2 ≤ 0 (37)
c2 (x; ε2 ) = ε2 − ρ dn1
4
3
s 

Fs
c3 (x; ε3 ) = ε3 − 2 g +
zacc ≤ 0 (38)
macc
g(x) ≤ 0

(39)

h(x) = 0

(40)

x, ε ∈ P

(41)

where:
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p=8

• f1 is the self-orientation objective, which maximises the
distance, Zcm , between the top of the device and the system centre of mass, Cm , relative to the total height of the
device, lt1 + lt2 + lb1 . Here, m p , C p , and Z p are intermediate functions, with m p describing the mass of each part
in the device, C p the centre of mass in each part, and Z p
the axial distance of each part from the top of the device.
Expressions for m p and C p were derived explicitly using
geometric idealisations (e.g. ellipsoids and cylinders) to
describe the shape of the parts while accounting for fea-

1. As the focus is on the internal configuration, the outer
shape is kept constant. Hence it is sufficient to optimize
the vertical position of the center of mass to improve
self-orientation.
2. Swallowability is proportional with the minor diameter
[43], which is equivalent to dt1 illustrated in Fig. 4.
3. Injection depth is dependant on the mechanical properties of gastric tissue, the velocity at which the needle im10
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ods described in Section 4. These constraints ensure that the
parts fit together radially - i.e., that the plug fits into the hub,
the hub into the top housing, the spring around the trigger
system, and the top housing in the base:

(42)

+
h2 (dnh3
, d−
p ) = dnh3 − d p − 2Rcl = 0
+ −
h3 (db4 , db5 ) = db4 + 2Rwt + 2Rcl − db5

(43)

tN

+ −
h1 (lt1
, dt1 ) = lt1 − dt1CT = 0

rip

tures such as rounds, draft, and snap interfaces. The objective function was then verified against CAD models
of the SOMA in several sizes, with a max. deviation of
0.83% compared to the mass distribution analysis done
in the CAD system (PTC Creo 4.0). This was deemed
to be acceptable for the purposes of the study.
• c1 is the bound objective for size minimization, where
dt1 is the diameter of the device.
• c2 is the bound API capacity objective, which maximises
the mass of the needle, and is hence a simple volumetric
expression. The design variables are illustrated in fig. 4,
while ρ is the density of the compacted API.
• c3 is the bound impact velocity objective, maximising
the velocity of impact between needle and tissue. Here,
Fs is the spring force, macc the mass that is accelerated
during injection, zacc the acceleration stroke between the
initial position of the needle tip and the gastric tissue),
and g the gravitational acceleration. Non-linearities
such as device recoil (which counteracts zacc ,), selfaccelerating spring mass, and the reduction of Fs as a
function of displacement, are also accounted for.

py
e

Fig. 4: Design variables of relevance to the constraints used to demonstrate the trade-off root cause analysis. l denotes length
variables, d -diameters, δ -deflections, and z denotes vertical positions

=0

2
2(lt1 −lt2 )dt1
lt1

−

(44)
2
(lt1 −lt2 )2 dt1
2
lt1

nu

Ma

≤0
(45)

sc

− − + +
, lt1 , lt2 , db5 ) = db5 −
g1 (dt1

r

+ −
g2 (db3
, db4 ) = db3 + 2Rov − db4 ≤ 0
+ −
g3 (dt2 , db3 ) = dt2 + 4Rwt + 2Rcl − db3 ≤ 0
− +
, d ps1 , d +
g4 (dt2
ps2 ) = d ps1 + d ps2 + 2Rcl − dt2
−
+ +
g5 (dt3
, δnh , d +
ps2 , d ps1 ) = dt3 + 2(δnh + Rcl

(46)
(47)
≤0

(48)

+ Rwt ) + d ps2 − d ps1 ≤ 0
(49)
(50)

The inequality constraints, g(x), encompass criteria such as
geometric fits (e.g., radial and axial part fits in use and assembly), manufacturability (e.g. min. wall thicknesses and
feature size), and structural load cases (e.g., spring stress, interface stresses, needle buckling). The equality constraints,
h(x), mostly account for the shape of the device. In total,
there are 52 inequality constraints, 7 equality constraints, 45
design variables, and multiple parameters. For the present
demonstration, further model details are not necessary and
are omitted for brevity.

−
+
g7 (dnh2
, dnh3
) = dnh3 + 2Rwt − dnh2 ≤ 0
−
g8 (δnh ) = 0.3mm − δnh ≤ 0
g9 (d −
p ) = 1mm − d p ≤ 0
−
g10 (δ+
nh , dnh3 ) = 2δnh + Rcl − dnh3 ≤ 0
−
−
+
− +
g11 (d −
ps1 , d ps2 , na , z pre , δnh , wnh )
z pre cos(Θnh )Gst d 4ps2
=
− σc ≤ 0
16d 3ps1 na δnh wnh

(51)

5.2

where CT is the aspect ratio between the diameter and height
of the top housing, Rwt is the min. wall thickness, Rov the
min. radial interface overlap, Rcl the min. radial clearance,
Θnh the contact angle in the trigger interface, Gst the shear
modulus of the spring steel, and σc the allowable stress in
the trigger interface. The variables are illustrated in fig. 4.
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−
+
g6 (dnh2
, dt3
) = dnh2 − dt3 + 2Rcl ≤ 0

Monotonicity Analysis
Using MOMA, the model was reduced prior to computation down to 18 design variables, 28 inequality constraints,
2 equality constraints and 4 objectives, 3 of them bound. An
important set of constraints - the radial fits between the parts
- will be used to demonstrate the application of the meth-

11
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(53)
(54)
(55)
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(60)
(61)

− d ps1 + 4Rcl + 2Rwt ≤ 0

(63)

Objective

≤ 0 (64)
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−
g7 (dnh2
, d+
p ) = d p + 2Rwt + 2Rcl − dnh2
−
g8 (δnh ) = 0.3mm − δnh ≤ 0
g9 (d −
p ) = 1mm − d p ≤ 0
−
g10 (δ+
nh , d p ) = 2δnh − Rcl − d p ≤ 0
−
−
+
− +
g11 (d −
ps1 , d ps2 , na , z pre , δnh , wnh )
z pre cos(Θnh )Gst d 4ps2
− σc ≤ 0
=
16d 3ps1 na δnh wnh

Numerical Results
The upper bound problem was solved 200,000 times using the SQP fmincon routine in MATLAB2019R [44] for different values of ε sampled from a quasi-random set (a leaped
Halton set) distributed between εL = [8.5mm; 1.5mg; 10m/s]
and εU = [11.5mm; 4.5mg; 30m/s]. These values were set
based on input from the SOMA team in Novo Nordisk. The
results are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 1.

sc

−
+
+
g5 (dnh2
, δ+
nh , d ps2 , d ps1 ) = dnh2 + 2δnh + d ps2

5.3

rip

+ 6Rwt] + 6Rcl + 2Rov
s
(62)
2(CT dt1 − lt2 )dt1 (CT dt1 − lt2 )2
−
≤0
−
CT
CT2

py
e

s.j.t.

(65)
(66)

(67)

Optimum

Nadir

λmin

λmax

f1

-0.78h

-0.64h

-

-

ε1

8.67 mm

11.50 mm

0.0131

2.7708

ε2

4.50 mg

1.50 mg

0.0016

0.4355

ε3

28.34 m/s

10 m/s

0.0008

0.3795

Table 2: Numerical results
(68)

So far, trade-offs have been revealed between size, c1 , and
both impact velocity, c3 , and self-orientation, f1 , through dt1 ,
and between impact velocity and self-orientation through the
spring wire diameter d ps2 . Increasing the wire diameter increases spring force and hence velocity, but it also increases
the spring mass, shifting the system centre of mass upward.
Following Theorems 1 and 2, the boundedness of dt1 reveals important information about the SOMA device. Firstly,
c1 (x; ε1 ) ≡ 0 for any εL (1) < ε1 < εU (1). Secondly, the only
non-objective lower bound for dt1 is g1 , the constraint that
ensures that the top and base housings fit together radially.
This means that g1 will be active at the single-objective minimum. Looking at eq. 62, it is evident that all the objectives cannot be minimised simultaneously, without reaching

Ac

Co

(59)

+
c1 (dt1
; ε1 )
− − +
+
+
c3 (dt1 , lt2 , d ps1 , d −
ps2 , dnh2 , δnh ; ε3 )
− + +
, lt2 , d ps1 , d +
g1 (dt1
ps2 ) = d ps1 + d ps2

ot

− − + +
+
+
+
, dt1 , dt3 , d ps1 , d +
f (lt2
ps2 , dnh2 , δnh , d p )

tN

min.

As the minimum λ values of each bound objectives are
positive, they are active in the entire sampling region, and all
feasible solutions are Pareto-optimal. As seen in Fig. 5, all
four objectives are in trade-off with each other. Furthermore,
g5 and g7 are globally active. Interestingly, g1 and g5 were
violated in every infeasible iteration, pointing to inconsistent
constraints beyond the Pareto set.
While 42% of the iterations yielded feasible, optimal solutions, the other 58% failed to identify a feasible solution.
A few measures were taken to verify the model that led to
these results. Firstly, the validity of the MA was assessed by
running the original unreduced model over a narrower range
of ε values. This led to the same results as with the reduced
model. Secondly, a constraint satisfaction problem was run
for all the failed iterations. This was used to search for a feasible solution to use as a new initial guess in a re-run with the
12
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−
+
The
monotonicity
a point where c1 (dt1
) < g1 (dt1
) meaning that X (dt1 ) = Ø.
Hence, g1 is at least semi-active in any bi-objective Pareto− − − + + + + +
−
+
+
+
front involving the size objective, c1 . As a consequence, lt2 is
f (lt1
, lt2 , dt1 , dt2 , dt3 , db3 , db4 , d ps1 , d +
ps2 , dnh2 , dnh3 , δnh , d p )
a
trade-off variable when g1 is active, and d ps2 also becomes
(56)
a
trade-off variable w.r.t. size. The implication for design
+
c1 (dt1
)
(57) is, that the further the mating surface between top and base
− − +
+
+
c3 (lt1
, lt2 , d ps1 , d −
(58) is moved downward, the less space there is available for the
ps2 , dnh2 , δnh )
spring mechanism. The only harmonious variable left in g1 ,
is
d ps1 ; identifying its’ glb may reveal additional variables
c2 is independent of these variables in the initial model. The
that
contribute to the trade-offs between f1 , c1 and c3 .
only trade-off variables that are visible so far, are the device
The remaining variables, including d ps1 have a condidiameter, dt1 , and the spring wire diameter d ps2 , as exhibtionally
critical set of constraints. Specifically, the spring,
ited by their opposite monotonicity in the objectives. To behub,
and
plug variables are potentially bound by inequalgin reducing the problem, we first use h1 to eliminate lt1 ,
ity
constraints
relating to the yield stress of different parts,
h2 to eliminate dnh3 , and h3 to eliminate db5 . Furthermore,
while
the
top
housing
variables are also involved in the axg2 , g3 , g4 , and g6 are critical w.r.t. db4 , db3 , dt2 and dt3 reial
fit
constraints.
Hence
they cannot be eliminated without
spectively, meaning MP1 can be applied to eliminate them.
substantial
algebraic
manipulation
to identify the glb or lub
After back-substitution, the objectives and constraints have
of
each
variable,
meaning
it
is
more
efficient to identify the
changed:
remaining active constraints numerically.

te

di

Fig. 5: Different projections of the 4D-Pareto set, where the 4th objective is visualised with a color map

py
e

+ +
+
g1 (ε˜1 − , lt2
, d ps2 , d +
p , δnh ) = 2d ps2 + 2δnh + d p

same values of ε. Only 1.8% of these cases identified a new
feasible initial guess, and these all yielded a Pareto point subsequently. This indicates that the remaining iterations indeed
failed due to a lack of feasible domain caused by inconsistent
constraints, meaning that the approximate Pareto-frontier of
the sampled objectives had indeed been identified.

Co

ot

(71)
(72)

g9 (d −
p ) = 1mm − d p ≤ 0
−
g10 (δ+
nh , d p ) = 2δnh − Rcl
− −
g11 (d +
ps2 , d p , δnh ) ≤ 0

(73)

tN

g8 (δ−
nh ) = 0.3mm − δnh ≤ 0
− dp ≤ 0

(74)
(75)

5.4
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We note that the US-FDA generally recommends pills
and capsules stay below a standard 00-size [43], which has
a 8.35mm diameter, while the largest standard size, 000 capsules, are 9.91mm in diameter. Complications from swallowing pills start at about 8mm dia. and grows substantially
beyond a 11mm dia. [45]. Initial work in the SOMA project
has revealed that the impact velocity is critically important
to the bioavailability of the delivered API (the % of the administered drug that reaches systemic circulation). It is also
critical to the robustness and cost of the shaping of the needle geometry, as a low velocity results in a need for a sharper
tip. Thus, the trade-off between size and velocity ultimately
affects the amount of drug that can be delivered in a swallowable device and the cost of treatment. Model reduction using
the numerical results reveals the cause of this trade-off.

+ 10Rwt + 13Rcl + 2Rov
s
2(CT ε˜1 − lt2 )ε˜1 (CT ε˜1 − lt2 )2
−
≤0
−
CT
CT2

εMA and Pareto Optimal Case Analysis

Ac

The global activity of g5 and g7 is used to elimi∗ =d +
nate d ∗ps1 = d p + 2δnh + d ps2 + 4Rcl + 2Rwt and dnh2
p
2(Rwt + Rcl ) further reducing equations 59-68. Globally active axial fit and mechanical yield constraints allow the elimination of na and wnh , the back substitution of which results
in the elimination of z pre from g11 , which will be handled
implicitly from here on. Subsequently, the globally active
+
bound size objective c1 (dt1
; ε1 ) is used to eliminate dt1 , introducing ε˜1 into g1 and two objectives, f1 and c3 :

min.

− + +
+ ˜−
f (lt2
, dt3 , d ps2 , δ+
nh , d p , ε1 )

(69)

s.j.t.

− −
+
−
c3 (lt2
, d ps2 , d +
p , δnh , ε˜1 ; ε3 )

(70)

As expected, g1 makes lt2 a trade-off variable, as lt2 → 0
−
−
).
) and c3 (lt2
as ε˜1 → 0 when g1 ≡ 0 ,and given that f (lt2
The velocity objective c3 has not been optimized out, as
there is no closed form solution to c3 (x, ε˜1 ; ε3 ) ≡ 0 w.r.t any
x . Its elimination would involve solving for d ps2 , as it is
critically constrained from below by c3 and is shared with
the largest number of constraint functions that remain in the
model. This would make g1 a multiobjective Pareto constraint. Therefore, g1 is involved in three Pareto-optimal
activity cases; when g1 bounds ε˜1 , d ps2 , and lt2 . Looking
at these cases in detail using the procedure from Table 1,
reveals the root cause of the shape and position of the biobjective Pareto front between size and velocity.
Activity case 1: Smallest Possible Device, U(ε˜1 + )
Here g1 determines ε˜1 ∗ and yields the optimal size. Eliminating lt2 allows a closed form solution for ε˜1 using Eq. 71.
Letting lt2 → 0, implying that the mating surface between
top and base is located at the widest point of the device, allows the smallest ε˜1 . Inserting this, and the parameter values, Ct = 0.68, Rwt = 0.45mm, Rcl = 0.1mm, Rov = 0.6mm
yields a reduced expression:
+ +
g1 (ε˜1 − , d +
ps2 , d p , δnh ) = 2(d ps2 + δnh ) + d p + 7mm − ε˜1
(76)
+
+
⇒ ε˜1 (d +
ps2 , δnh , d p ) = 2d ps2 + 2δnh + d p + 7mm

13
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= 2δnh − Rcl

g11 ≡ 0 ⇒ δnh = δnh (d +
ps2 ; σc , σy )

d ps2 = 0.5(ε˜1 − 4δnh (d +
ps2 ; σc , σy ) − 6.9mm)

Ma

⇒

sc

g8 ≡ 0 ⇒

d ∗p

(82)

(83)

nu

−
−
⇒ d ps2 (ε̃+
1 , δnh , d p ) = 0.5(ε˜1 − d p − 2δnh − 7mm)

(84)
(85)

ce
pt
ed

where g11 has been used to implicitly eliminate the overlap
δnh between hub and top housing in the load bearing trigger
interface as no closed form solution exists; σy is the yield
stress of the spring, and σc is the allowable static stress in
the trigger interface. This substitution reveals a feedback
coupling; as the wire diameter d ps2 is increased, so does the
required load bearing area, reducing the space available for
the spring wire in a device of a given size, ε˜1 .

Ac

−
Activity case 3: Lowest Possible Center of Mass, f1 (lt2
)
−
Here g1 determines lt2 . As f1 (lt2 ), this case occurs at the
single objective optimal self-orientation. Given the nonlinearity of Eq. 71 w.r.t. lt2 , the variable is best eliminated
−
−
implicitly, yielding lt2 = lt2 (ε˜1 + , d −
p , d ps2 , δnh ). As a consequence d ps2 is bounded by c3 , d p by either g9 or g10 , and δnh
by either g8 or g11 . Furthermore, ε˜1 = εU (1) , as no constraint bounds ε˜1 from above. As discussed in Section 5.2,
g1 reduces objective alignment between self-orientation and
size and impact velocity respectively.

6

Discussion
Pareto set dependency analysis presents an
optimization-focused alternative to current techniques
for dependency analysis (e.g. DSM and Axiomatic Design
[7]), with MOMA allowing the analysis of dependencies
unique to the optimum by addressing the impact of constraints directly, and εMA revealing regional dependencies
that shape the Pareto set. As an added benefit, the procedure for systematic reduction of multiobjective problems
helps reduce computational cost due to the elimination of
constraints and variables. In computationally expensive
problems, this pre- and post optimality analysis procedure
may also help reveal insights that would be too costly to
reach computationally, e.g., describing certain relationships
that would otherwise only come to light if the Pareto set is
exhaustively identified.
From a design optimization perspective, Pareto set dependency analysis is a rigorous approach to exploring the
limitations of a given configuration. The definitions and theorems presented allow the systematic identification of tradeoff variables, active bound objectives and Pareto-constraints,
and the constraints that introduce new trade-off variables. In
doing so, one determines what objectives are in trade-off and,
even more importantly, the underlying root causes of these
trade-offs, clearly exposing the weaknesses in the configura-

14
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⇒ g8 (δnh− ) ≡ 0 ∧ g9 (d −
(78) 5.5 Design Implications
p)≡0
These Pareto-optimal activity cases demonstrate the root
⇔ δnh = 0.3mm, d p = 1mm
(79)
cause of the position and shape of the bi-objective Pareto
⇔ ε˜1 ∗ = 2d ps2 + 8.6mm
(80) front between size and impact velocity. The smaller the
coiling diameter d ps1 of the spring, the more spring force
(and hence impact velocity) and the smaller a device. Given
As d ps2 is a trade-off variable, minimising ε˜1 will lead to that the spring needs to fit inside the diameter of the guida point where g11 < g8 and g11 < g9 w.r.t. d p and δnh . ing cylinder dt2 and around the trigger system, g4 and g5
This results in g8 and g9 becoming active, leading to the are active, meaning a harmonious variable is minimised out,
back-substitution performed in eqs. 77-80. As a result, d ∗ps1 = d p + d ps2 + 2δnh + 2Rwt + 4Rcl introducing a trade-off
X (d p2 ) is narrowed at the Pareto frontier between size and variable, d ps2 , and δnh into g1 .
velocity, given that these reductions leave g11 (d +
We can see from g1 that as the coiling diameter is reps2 ) and
−
˜
duced
and the wire diameter increased, the available space
c3 (d −
,
ε
;
ε
).
Further,
c
is
critical
w.r.t.
d
,
meaning
3
3
ps2
ps2 1
left
for
the trigger system is reduced. The trigger system disthat εL (3) ultimately determines the lowest feasible value of
∗
tributes
the spring force over an area equal to A = 2δnh wnh =
˜
d ps2 , and hence ε1 .
2δ
(d
nh p − Rcl − Rwt ), and stiffening the spring increases the
Activity case 2: Maximum Impact Velocity, U(ε˜3 − )
spring force but also reduces the load-bearing area, see EquaHere g1 determines d ps2 . As c3 is monotonically decreasing tion 85. With d being the variable with the largest influps2
w.r.t. d ps2 to the power of 4, its supremum yields the single- ence on impact velocity (to the power of 4), and d being
ps1
objective optimal impact velocity. Thus, the same parameter the second most (to the power of 3), activities of g , g and
5 7
values and value of lt2 can be inserted as in Case 1. Yet, as g are ultimately the main driver of the trade-off. Had the
10
opposed to Case 1, g8 and g9 are inactive, as pushing d ps2 spring and the trigger geometry existed in different cross−
+
−
to its upper limit makes g11 (d ps2 , d p , δnh ) ≤ 0 active. g11 sections, the alignment between the two objectives might be
is a interface stress criterion, and because the spring force drastically improved. This would correspond to d ∗ being
grows with the wire diameter, the dimensions that determine independent of δ , not only shifting the glb of d ps1 downps1
nh
the area - d p and δnh increase correspondingly. This in turn ward, but also removing the contribution of δ to the connh
+
−
makes g10 (δnh , d p ) active, as g9 < g10 for any δnh > 0.45mm. straint that determines ε˜ , improving size and impact veloc1
These activities yield:
ity simultaneously. This also increases δnh . Furthermore,
the design of the snap-interface between the top- and base
housings also influences objective alignment between self−
+
+
+
g1 (ε˜1 , d ps2 , d p , δnh ) = 2(d ps2 + δnh ) + d p + 7mm − ε˜1
orientation, size, and impact velocity.
(81)
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design.
An example from the SOMA case is the trade- This effort is amplified by non-monotonicity and by regionoff between size and impact velocity, which is in part caused ally active constraints. Thus the bookkeeping and algebraic
by the spring needing to fit around the trigger.
effort required to reduce a multiobjective model systematiIf ε-monotonicity analysis is applied exhaustively to cally may be prohibitive if the problem is large.. Here, the
all Pareto-optimal activity cases and all active Pareto- use of symbolic solvers can help reduce the effort in backconstraints are be identified, the Pareto set is essentially de- substitution and model reduction. In that regard, quite some
rived explicitly. This is similar to the approaches developed work was done (with some success) on automating MA in
by Gobbi et al. [30] and Mastinu et al. [31] for the explicit the 1980s [46, 49]. In the view of the authors, there is poderivation of the Pareto set of lower-dimensional problems tential in attempting to improve automation of MA (and thus
using back-substitution of ε. However, ε-monotonicity anal- MOMA and εMA) by leveraging the achievements made in
ysis goes beyond this to allow the identification of the drivers computational techniques such as machine learning, AI, and
of trade-offs. Furthermore, the analysis is opportunistic; it data analysis and clustering, since MA methods where last
can be performed partially and still provide useful insights. in vogue. Given the advances in meta-modelling since then,
It is neither necessary that every case is studied nor that it is also not unlikely that more complicated non-algebraic
all bound objectives are eliminated in order for the analyst models might be analysed using the methods described in
to identify some of the dependencies that reduce objective this paper. Hence the (partial) automation of MOMA and
alignment and may guide redesign. From this, it follows that εMA is possible future work.
Ultimately, the value of this methodology comes down
one might view the presented analysis as a way of checking
the design ahead of computation or explaining the results af- to the cost involved in analysis vs. the expected benefit in dister computation. For example, one can use the theorems to covering better configurations. As discussed in the introducreduce a multiobjective model after computation using nu- tion, trade-off knowledge and decision-making are largely
merical activity information, should the model at hand be experience-driven in early stage design. Finger and Dixon
too large or complex to reduce through algebraic analysis [50] highlighted the dearth of quantitative design analysis
alone. Alternatively, one could skip computation should ini- and evaluation methods for the early stages, especially those
tial MOMA reveal drivers of trade-off that might be elimi- which allow multiobjective analysis and support the identification of alternative configurations and concepts. The prenated through a change in configuration design.
The opportunistic nature of monotonicity analysis (MA) sented methodology addresses some of these unmet needs.
When the cost vs. benefit estimate noted above is faalso reveals the key limitations of the methodology we have
developed. Firstly, not all problems are monotonic or even vorable, the methodology might be used to target iterative
differentiable. This might be dealt with using techniques for configuration redesign efforts, to guide morphological studlocal [46] and regional MA [36] if the expressions are region- ies to identify alternative solutions, or simply to explain the
ally differentiable. This comes at the cost of increased analy- results of an optimization model from a design perspective.
sis effort, which might be offset using sampling-based com- For small, tightly coupled systems such as the SOMA device,
putational experiments (e.g., DoE) to reveal regional proper- the value in discovering the non-obvious influence of certain
variables and constraints on design trade-offs, amply justifies
ties in non-monotonic or non-algebraic problems.
Secondly, MA mostly relies on algebraic manipulations, the analysis effort. For a larger system, the methodology can
and some design problems are too complex to be expressed be worthwhile if the system is obviously monotonic or if the
algebraically. Yet, that certain aspects of a design’s be- optimization model is constructed at an architectural level of
haviour can only be expressed numerically does not nec- abstraction that limits the number of design variables and exessarily imply a lack of monotonicity, e.g. as is often the pressions to analyze.
case with stiffness and deflection. In such situations, implicit
MA [36] procedures, and meta-models might be used. This
would reveal the variables and constraints that cause trade- 7 Conclusions
offs, albeit without the derivation of explicit expressions of
Trade-offs between objectives are an inevitable chalthe relationships that exist in the Pareto set.
lenge in mechanical design. In multiobjective optimization,
It is also well accepted that purely algebraic models can most prior work focused on quantifying these trade-offs, but
play a substantial role in practice [47], in both conceptual there has been little prior work on their causes. Understandand configuration design. These phases are often character- ing this causality provides insights for improvements in proized by a lack of sophisticated quantitative models to sup- portional and, most importantly, in configuration design.
port decision making due to requirement uncertainty and the
We demonstrated extensions to monotonicity analysis
modelling effort involved, compared to how quickly and of- specific to multiobjective problems that allow rigorous identen the design changes [48]. Configuration design also of- tification of the constraints and variables contributing to
ten involves the combination and arrangement of well-known trade-offs. Using the upper bound formulation for multitypes of parts and modules, which might be described alge- objective problems, we extended monotonicity analysis and
braically, for example as seen in the machine elements, en- its application, proposing a novel procedure, ε-monotonicity
gines, hydraulics, and thermal systems.
analysis, to identify and study the constraints bounding
Finally, the effort in analysis is proportional to the num- the Pareto set. The methodology leads to deeper insights
ber of objectives, constraints, and variables in the problem. into the strengths and weaknesses of a design configura-
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